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TESLA Eyeshadow,Highly Pigmented Eye Makeup Palette
$9.99
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About this item

A magically iridescent eyeshadow palette contains professional cool and warm-toned pigments and shades. With different textures: soft smooth mattes, shimmery
pressed pearl and dazzling metallic glitters. This richly toned palette features versatile shades that can be blended and layered to create endless amounts of looks.

Advanced artistry palette housed inside a cute,rectangle-cut, lightweight, black packaging, easy to take outside and great to travel with. Suitable for different skin tone
and skin type.

The rainbow - inspired hues and finishes, ranging from sheer - color, high - shine glitter topcoats, to entrancing ultra-reflective metallics and rich shades with intense
pigment payoff deliver striking impact and light-catching dimension, Suitable for both makeup beginners and makeup pros.

A complete travel shadow collection that can be bought as personal use to accomplish your everyday makeup routine or as a great gift for your family members and
friends. Suitable for different occasions such as party, wedding or casual.

A coveted, professional palette with pressed powder shadows that can be used for shading, highlighting, and defining eyes, brows, and the contours of the face.

Product description

40 gorgeous fun color options that you could use to create summer rainbook looks or use some of the colors solo for minimal everyday wear.

Gain a great color payoff with just one swipe. Soft and velvety powder are easy to blend and stays on all day and all night long.

Apply just a touch for a minimal effect, or blend multiple colors together for a bold, feminine look.

Product information

Brand: TESLA
Item Weight：150g
Manufacturer：TESLA
Number of Pieces: 1
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